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Chairs, sofas, bar stools, tables are supposed to be sit in, to be touched, even caressed, and of course tested in all possible 
ways. Good design challenges all our senses, but the virtual world is merely visual and without any real taste until we have 
access to future bio ports and biometric readers that access the totality of our bodies nerve system. We and our designers are 
dependent on our audience: architects, producers, journalists, everyone who is interested. We want to hear your reactions, your 
criticism, your praise, your questions regarding design, construction, production, and so on. Virtual shows on the Internet can’t 
replace physical tactile meetings yet. We long to meet you and to show our designs at fairs all over the world. 

Pandemic aside, we have been busy at work with new products. In this small broschure you will find most of the new ideas 
and products that we have developed from 2020 until today. Some are brand new, while others are already known updated 
members of the Bla Station furniture range.

Enjoy!
Johan & Mimi | Summer 2021

Furniture design is so 
much more than glossy 
images
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Light and soft, and like it’s sketched as a comic strip furniture piece, but made out of heavy duty massive ash. Maximus is a 
playful departure from angular and rational furniture with a mimetic attitude reminiscent of Keith Haring. Johan Ansander com-
pleted his master degree at Konstfack, University of Arts, Crafts and Design last year, and was immediately approached by 
Blå Station. By using 3D-modelling CAD-software for CNC wood routers, Johan Ansander aims to explore how locally sourced 
material can be used in a contemporary way. Maximus is all but angular with laid-back comfy forms. Both the seat and the 
backrest are made out of two reversed pieces of ash; the legs are also made out of massive wood. Maximus is available 
in clear lacquered wood, or a choice of colours. 

“Have we not had enough of mass-produced furniture? I found a small sawmill just outside Stockholm that handles locally 
harvested timber that we follow from a natural raw material to a refined form for human needs.”
Johan Ansander

Maximus –
a heavy duty all wood 
armchair

Johan Ansander | 2O2O
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Adam Goodrum | 2O21

Adam Goodrum participated with a vibrant showy lounge chair at Febrik and 
Kvadrat’s exhibition Knit project! during 3 Days of Design in Copenhagen 
2020. Without further ado, the product landed in Åhus and became Big Talk, 
one of the highlights in Blå Station’s 2021 design surprises. Big Talk is manifest 
geometry: two circles define a throne for the art of sitting. The front part of 
the backrest and the seat shine in the same colour, whereas the back can be 
in one deviating colour or in a combination with eight different colours, all in 
order to give whatever space a touch of mighty colour. Big Talk thrives as an 
obvious solitaire, or can be placed back and forth to create a snakelike 
creation facing in different directions. 

”I’ve been inspired by textile swatches, like a fanning concentration of colour. 
The upholstery forms a modular tête-à-tête sofa or Victorian-era ‘love seat’ 
collection where two or more seats can be joined together in an undulating 
arrangement.”
Adam Goodrum

Big Talk – 
a colourful 
solitaire
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Borselius & Bernstrand | 2O2O-2O21

The BOB family continues to grow, now we add a new high backrest. BOB Hide allows for private spaces, as well as a 
changing vertical graphic profile. One straight, and one curved module will let BOB Hide flow as freely as big brother BOB 
along walls, around meeting areas, adopting to any kind of space. The architectonic freedom is all there, with BOB Hide 
facing fully clothed in every direction. The sturdy yet soft mould of foam, can be ordered in a broad selection of fabrics and 
colours. Add screen dividers in different fabrics to subdivide the private spaces created. 

”We have been thinking about BOB Hide since BOB was launched. It’s the same math with a straight and a curved module 
that allows for any undulating shape preferred. BOB Hide will give you a relaxed and protected space, further enhanced by 
optional dividers in textile or Plexiglas.”
Stefan Borselius

BOB Hide
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Borselius & Bernstrand | 2O2O-2O21

The BOB family has a new younger brother. Stefan Borselius and Thomas 
Bernstrand claim that Bobby might seem a bit strict, but he is actually quite a 
boisterous, rangy fellow. Bobby can easily assemble himself into a slender 
sofa, but will immediately disengage and gather around tables or be 
happy standing all by himself. Where BOB is lush, comfy, abundant and 
snakes around every obstacle in every possible way, Bobby has a reduced 
footprint, making him perfect for areas where space is restricted. Bobby and 
the pouf Bobban can snap together to form a sofa or a bench thanks to strong 
magnets; once released they will offer ample seating with a neat graphic im-
pression. The depth is a mere 63 cm compared to Bob’s 87 cm.

“Bobby is more slender and wider than Bob – he was born a loner, but these 
super magnets will help him stay in line when required.”
Thomas Bernstrand

Flexible seating 
with Bobby & 
Bobban
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Borselius & Bernstrand | 2O21

An easy chair that will fit everywhere? Stefan Borselius and Thomas Bernstrand 
jumped at the brief. Jackson can stand alone or together in small and large 
groups. At a table, along a wall or completely on its own. Jackson is sometimes 
right in the middle enjoying the company, or he is that little uninvited one 
crashing in everywhere. The chair itself can be covered with a soft sensual fabric 
in sharp contrast to the distinctive horns in tubular steel and massive wood and 
the metal feet. Jackson comes with or without armrests. The name is derived from 
the horned Jackson’s chameleon, but instead of merely blending in, our Jackson 
will both adapt and stand out in any space. Combine them as you like with 
plenty of different fabrics and colours. Armrests along with the feet are available 
in brass, matt chrome or lacquered steel. The wood handles makes Jackson 
extremely easy to move around and they are made of ash, oak, or walnut and 
can be had in stained or oiled finish. Premium comfort with moulded foam and a 
steel frame with nosag springs. 

”The brief was to create a small little devil, a furniture piece that will fit in
everywhere, so self-evident as to irritate our colleagues!”
Thomas Bernstrand

Jackson goes 
everywhere
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Thomas Bernstrand  | 2O21

Honken has a new offspring in X40 and X46, a generous easy chair in two different heights for restaurants, conference-rooms, 
as well as at home. Thomas Bernstrand, who designed the original Honken family of one-, two-, and three-seaters in 
collaboration with Stefan Borselius and Johan Lindau, has kept the sturdy metal mesh, letting the visually precise steel bars form 
the legs as well. Honken X40 and X46 will claim its place as freestanding cantilevered easy chairs in any space. The chairs 
slides easily in under any table, and with just that little swing needed to not get tired during extended use. Seat upholstered in 
textile fabric or leather, and with a choice of different lacquers. 

”A slight inclination of the backrest and the inflection of the 
cantilevered legs allows for good comfort.”
Thomas Bernstrand

Honken X
– chair & armchair
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Johan Lindau | 2OO1-2O21

Two long pieces for back legs, another pair for the front, and another six for cross and seat rails. All of it out of a 4.4 meter 
long piece of wood. What more do you need for a sturdy and comfy café seating? Maybe a few meters of textile saddle 
girth... Momang takes as its inspiration two former chairs by Johan Lindau. Gutang, which is still used in Swedish restaurants, 
while the first version of Momang thrives in many cafés. Johan Lindau offers improved comfort and a timeless graphic expression 
two decades later, with plaited webbing as a seat. The ascetic retro is strikingly pronounced with a sturdy and thick expression 
seen sidewise, and thin and slender seen from the front.

”The recipe is right on: take a wood plank, cut it up, and then add a plaited webbing. Serve!”
 Johan Lindau

Momang is back to stay

Marcel Sigel  | 2O2O-2O21

Creating a chair all in wood might seem an easy design task. 
Find the right angle for the back. Allow for a seat with a firm 
roundness. And then a functional yet aesthetically pleasing 
construction. But that’s not enough to render a chair unique 
yet timeless. Marcel Sigel masters all of the above, and fully 
meets the challenge with an iconic twist to the backrest. Al-
though the ash veneered birch wood is bent at the ends, the 
wood seems to flow effortlessly like a strip of cloth. Or rather 
a piece of cloth frozen in time. And suddenly there is an ex-
pressive character, a distinguishing uniqueness that renders Still 
Life familiar yet innovatively singular. Perfect for public spaces 
like coffee shops, bistros… and certainly at home.

“It’s all about exploiting technology to its limits and pushing the 
materials to extremes. The final product doesn’t scream for at-
tention; it’s a simple, ordinary-looking chair, familiar yet unique 
– and of course super-comfy!” 
Marcel Sigel

Still Life – rising to new 
heights 
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Jonathan Hultgren |  2O2O

Blå Station has found yet another master student at Konstfack, University of Arts, Crafts and Design in Stockholm. Prinsessan (The 
Princess) won the design competition at the municipality of Karlshamn on the theme a bench for interior public spaces.  
Straight and honest with meticulous attention to detail, Prinsessan is as welcoming in any direction and ready for both formal 
and informal gatherings. A furniture piece that will lighten up neglected public spaces with the ambition of bringing people 
together in real life, beyond the virtual bubbles of the smartphones. Inspired by slatted beds, Prinsessan offers fine woodwork, 
and can be ordered in almost any length between 180 - 250 cm. Chose between oiled oak or lacquered ash, or paint in 
colour of your choice. Add a pea and some bedding, and the fairy tale is in place as well. 

”Seats for public space are often set out without any clear intention. How do we really bring people together? How do we 
create new meeting places? Prinsessan is quite unpretentious without any fixed backrest in order to allow for flexibility and 
interaction in every direction.”
Jonathan Hultgren

Gather around the 
Princess - Prinsessan

Osko + Deichmann | 2O1O - 2O21

The contrast between kinked steel tubes and a comfortable seating experience is more pronounced than ever in 
Osko + Deichmann’s Superstraw Lounge chair. Reminiscent of bent and crushed drinking straws, this is a playful take on early 
last century modernist iconic tubular design. The bent and folded sharp angled tubes was first presented ten years ago in Straw 
chair, then the big brother Superkink arrived, and now the siblings Superstraw are joined by an even more distinguished family 
member. The exclamation by Olli Deichmann and Blasius Osko is as true as ever: ”We make the impossible possible!”

Superstraw gets comfy
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Stone Designs |  2O19 - 2O2O

Stone Designs brings its third sound absorber to Blå Station. Arc is inspired by the arcades of the Colosseum in Rome and can 
be used in many vertical and horizontal configurations. The panels deflect irritating sound as the reliefs absorb soundwaves. 

The polyester form felt which is the foundation of the sound absorbers Arc, Gaia and Ginkgo not only provides excellent 
acoustic properties but is also an environmentally sustainable material that consists of an average of 50% recycled plastic (PET) 
from consumer PET bottles. To further reduce the use of plastic, there is now the option where the Polyester form felt is mixed 
with 30% of the renewable material Hemp fibers. The hemp material also gives the product a completely new and exciting 
expression, while maintaining the acoustic properties.

Dress the panels in textile and invite your creative design ideas with the refined “EU-flower” labelled wool fabrics, such as 
Synegry, Hero and Lani that are offered as standard. Sustainable inside and out.

ARC - RECYCLED, 
RENEWABLE AND 
REFINED!
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